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Three ideological undercurrents Three ideological undercurrents -- from from 
supplicants to empowered citizenssupplicants to empowered citizens

•• The first is the logic of the neoThe first is the logic of the neo--liberal liberal 
discourse, which avers that the discourse, which avers that the 
contemporary state is an enabling agency, contemporary state is an enabling agency, 
which by seeking to minimise citizen which by seeking to minimise citizen 
dependency on the state apparatus dependency on the state apparatus 
releases the full potential of its citizenry releases the full potential of its citizenry 
back to the back to the ‘‘communitycommunity’’..



NeoNeo--liberal discourseliberal discourse

•• This is to be done by shifting a range of social This is to be done by shifting a range of social 
responsibilities from the welfare state back to responsibilities from the welfare state back to 
the realm of civil society. Nominally this shift is the realm of civil society. Nominally this shift is 
about the empowerment of civil society and the about the empowerment of civil society and the 
strengthening of the capacity of strengthening of the capacity of parapara--public and public and 
voluntary agencies to deliver services formally voluntary agencies to deliver services formally 
provided by the state. But as Marquand (2004) provided by the state. But as Marquand (2004) 
has demonstrated, often this leads to a has demonstrated, often this leads to a 
diminution of the quality and frequency of diminution of the quality and frequency of 
services and the disenfranchisement of the services and the disenfranchisement of the 
poorer, marginal sections of society.poorer, marginal sections of society.



Community empowerment and Community empowerment and 
language planning interventionlanguage planning intervention

•• Instilling a sense of ownership within Instilling a sense of ownership within 
communities ravaged by successive waves of communities ravaged by successive waves of 
deindustrialization, social fragmentation and deindustrialization, social fragmentation and 
economic collapse is a huge challengeeconomic collapse is a huge challenge……the key the key 
question in a biquestion in a bi-- or multilingual society, is to or multilingual society, is to 
what extent such a challenge can, or should, be what extent such a challenge can, or should, be 
met by organizing around the issue of language met by organizing around the issue of language 
decline and revitalization.decline and revitalization.

•• Are linguistically distinct social networks an Are linguistically distinct social networks an 
answer to relative economic decline and povertyanswer to relative economic decline and poverty



Community empowermentCommunity empowerment

•• Apart from the disingenuous nature of Apart from the disingenuous nature of 
government policy, shifting responsibility, government policy, shifting responsibility, 
without releasing sufficient resources to without releasing sufficient resources to 
maintain community development, there is the maintain community development, there is the 
question of structural tension and mutual question of structural tension and mutual 
suspicion between the state and civil society and suspicion between the state and civil society and 
between fractions within society. These arise between fractions within society. These arise 
when questions of ownership of a social process when questions of ownership of a social process 
are engaged and challenged, especially when are engaged and challenged, especially when 
languages in contact are also in competition.languages in contact are also in competition.

•• Empowerment is an attractive notion, but all too Empowerment is an attractive notion, but all too 
often such initiatives turn out to be illusory or often such initiatives turn out to be illusory or 
transitory or bothtransitory or both



Discourse of language planningDiscourse of language planning

•• The third issue is the discourse of language The third issue is the discourse of language 
planning within which many of the planning within which many of the 
contradictions of the neocontradictions of the neo--liberal perspectives liberal perspectives 
have become embedded. have become embedded. 

•• Some scholars offer a trenchant criticism of Some scholars offer a trenchant criticism of 
LPLPLPLP’’ss foundational principles such as foundational principles such as ‘‘language language 
shiftshift’’ ‘‘enablingenabling’’, , ‘‘participationparticipation’’ ‘‘developmentdevelopment’’..



Language PlanningLanguage Planning

•• Only when language planning efforts are based on a Only when language planning efforts are based on a 
thorough understanding of the social construction of thorough understanding of the social construction of 
meaning and its relationship to discursive processes as meaning and its relationship to discursive processes as 
social practice will the current opposition between the social practice will the current opposition between the 
market and planning be reduced. market and planning be reduced. 

•• Not much evidence of this in European language Not much evidence of this in European language 
agencies. agencies. 

•• If this is hard enough for indigenous minorities within If this is hard enough for indigenous minorities within 
liberal democracies, it is much more challenging for both liberal democracies, it is much more challenging for both 
RM and IM in the emerging democracies of the eastern RM and IM in the emerging democracies of the eastern 
and south eastern margins of Europe.and south eastern margins of Europe.



Y Y CynllunCynllun YmchwilYmchwil CymunedolCymunedol
CommuntyCommunty Research PlanResearch Plan
Williams and Evas (1997 version)Williams and Evas (1997 version)
•• National survey of range of contexts and National survey of range of contexts and 

situations to identity means by which Welsh situations to identity means by which Welsh 
could be promoted and incorporated as a could be promoted and incorporated as a 
language for social life, work and leisure.language for social life, work and leisure.

•• Recommendations include initiatives for Mentrau Recommendations include initiatives for Mentrau 
Iaith, TWF, Local Action Areas, IT and Software, Iaith, TWF, Local Action Areas, IT and Software, 
professional training, LPLP, language rights and professional training, LPLP, language rights and 
European networking.European networking.



Three Spheres of Language Three Spheres of Language 
ReproductionReproduction

•• The home and communityThe home and community
•• The statutory education system, higher The statutory education system, higher 

and further education and adult educationand further education and adult education
•• Social networks, work opportunities, Social networks, work opportunities, 

government initiatives and polices, government initiatives and polices, 
legislation, status and rights.legislation, status and rights.



Family and Community FragmentationFamily and Community Fragmentation

•In 50% of families where 1 parent speaks Welsh, 
the children are unable to speak it

•Significant proportions completing primary education 
as L1 Welsh speakers commence 
secondary education as L2 speakers

•40% of Welsh speaking adults lack confidence
in using Welsh

•Bilingual teenagers use Welsh less frequently
as they grow older



Community FragmentationCommunity Fragmentation

•• In and outIn and out--migration = Anglicisation?migration = Anglicisation?

•• Economic rationale and diversificationEconomic rationale and diversification

•• Need for targeted investment to improve Need for targeted investment to improve 
infrainfra--structure and skillsstructure and skills--developmentdevelopment

•• Local  property market Local  property market 

•• Planning policy and controlsPlanning policy and controls

•• Key role of interest groups  e.g. Key role of interest groups  e.g. CefnCefn, , 
Cymdeithas yr Iaith, Cymdeithas yr Iaith, CymunedCymuned in identifying in identifying 
issues, pressurising political system to actissues, pressurising political system to act



The need for continued promotion (and The need for continued promotion (and 
regulation)regulation)

•• Socialization of Welsh speakers in areas in which a Socialization of Welsh speakers in areas in which a 
majority speaks English majority speaks English 

•• Ongoing loss exchange of population in rural areas due Ongoing loss exchange of population in rural areas due 
to an unregulated housing market and a lack of to an unregulated housing market and a lack of 
employment opportunities employment opportunities 

•• Problems in schools in WelshProblems in schools in Welsh--speaking areas due to the speaking areas due to the 
continued influx of incoming Englishcontinued influx of incoming English--speaking pupils speaking pupils 

concerns about intergenerational transmission in the       concerns about intergenerational transmission in the       
futurefuture

•• Welsh language underrepresented in further and higher Welsh language underrepresented in further and higher 
educationeducation



Language Planning StrategyLanguage Planning Strategy

Developing a strategy for language planning in Wales:Developing a strategy for language planning in Wales:

•• 19941994--6 WLB Community Research Plan Williams/Evas6 WLB Community Research Plan Williams/Evas
•• 1996 1996 –– A Strategy for the Welsh LanguageA Strategy for the Welsh Language
•• 1999 1999 –– Vision and MissionVision and Mission
•• 2003 2003 -- Iaith Pawb Iaith Pawb 
•• 2005 2005 -- The Future of Welsh: WLBThe Future of Welsh: WLB’’s Strategys Strategy
•• 2009 2009 –– WLBWLB’’s Strategic Priorities publisheds Strategic Priorities published
•• Discussions for the future Discussions for the future -- 20092009--1212



WLB:  Strategy 1996WLB:  Strategy 1996

• Increasing the number of people   
who are able to speak Welsh

• Providing opportunities to use 
the language

• Changing habits of language use, and encouraging 
people to take advantage of the opportunities provided

• Strengthening Welsh as a community language



Current Initiatives.Current Initiatives.

Language Schemes

Mentrau Iaith – 21 local community 
language planning agencies

Welsh in the Workplace

TWF: Language Transmission Scheme

Area development projects (8 active)



Mentrau Iaith. Community Mentrau Iaith. Community 
Planning/Language Initiatives. Planning/Language Initiatives. 

•25 Language Initiatives – Mentrau Iaith –
in Wales since 1991, Patagonia, 2009.

•Initially received an annual grant of £1m 
from Welsh Language Board, many other 
sources of finance.

•Work with individuals, organizations and 
businesses locally

•Raise profile of language

•Encourage new activities to increase use 
of Welsh



What is a Menter Iaith?What is a Menter Iaith?

•• A Menter (A Menter (plpl. Mentrau) Iaith, . Mentrau) Iaith, oror languagelanguage
initiative, is a local organisation which offers initiative, is a local organisation which offers 
support to communities to increase and develop support to communities to increase and develop 
their use of the Welsh language.their use of the Welsh language.

•• A Menter Iaith usually services a whole county, A Menter Iaith usually services a whole county, 
and it reflects the wish of local people to make and it reflects the wish of local people to make 
more use of the language.more use of the language.

•• A Menter will offer advice and assistance to A Menter will offer advice and assistance to 
individuals, organisations and businesses, and individuals, organisations and businesses, and 
will organise activities to raise the profile of the will organise activities to raise the profile of the 
Welsh language. Welsh language. 

•• A oneA one--stopstop--shop for the Welsh language.shop for the Welsh language.



WhatWhat do the Mentrau Iaith do?do the Mentrau Iaith do?

EveryEvery menter menter offersoffers a a varietyvariety of the of the followingfollowing
servicesservices::

•Helping to ensure adequate opportunities for
children, young people and adults to use Welsh in
their leisure time=new networks, activities, fun!

•Providing information about Welsh medium
playgroups and schools

•Advising new parents on raising their children
bilingually

•Helping public, private and voluntary
organisations to use Welsh



WhatWhat do the Mentrau Iaith do?do the Mentrau Iaith do?

EveryEvery menter menter offersoffers a a varietyvariety of the of the followingfollowing
servicesservices::

•Undertake translation work

•Provide information about Welsh for Adults
courses and help to ensure that learners can 
practice their Welsh outside the classroom

•Increase the use of Welsh in the tourism industry
and local commerce

•Offer practical advice and help, often free of 
charge



How is a Menter organised?How is a Menter organised?

•• Typically a director and a handful of core Typically a director and a handful of core 
staff, usually fullstaff, usually full--time workers, some field time workers, some field 
officers and administrative support.officers and administrative support.

•• A local voluntary committee to steer A local voluntary committee to steer 
activities, create and sustain new activities, create and sustain new 
networks and social domains, audit networks and social domains, audit 
accounts, liaise with other partners in the accounts, liaise with other partners in the 
community.community.



Challenges faced since midChallenges faced since mid--90s90s

•• Key issue is whether or not a Menter is a Key issue is whether or not a Menter is a 
permanent entity? permanent entity? 

•• Original conception and a condition for receipt of Original conception and a condition for receipt of 
original government finance was that Menter be original government finance was that Menter be 
a mobilizing force for c.5 years or so, once a a mobilizing force for c.5 years or so, once a 
plethora of new networks, spaces and activities plethora of new networks, spaces and activities 
established, such initiatives to be managed from established, such initiatives to be managed from 
within the community and Menter fade away.within the community and Menter fade away.



Autonomy, reliance, freedomAutonomy, reliance, freedom

•• Considerable tension between the fledgling Considerable tension between the fledgling 
Mentrau and elements within the system who Mentrau and elements within the system who 
considered their remit to be language considered their remit to be language 
mobilization within the community only.mobilization within the community only.

•• Several enterprising Mentrau seized the Several enterprising Mentrau seized the 
opportunity afforded by County Council grants, opportunity afforded by County Council grants, 
Social Services contracts and Regional and Social Services contracts and Regional and 
Economic Development funds to be more Economic Development funds to be more 
diverse and autonomous.diverse and autonomous.



Masters or Supplicants?Masters or Supplicants?

•• However, such contracts almost inevitably However, such contracts almost inevitably 
transformed some Mentrau into being transformed some Mentrau into being 
agencies of the Welfare State and agencies of the Welfare State and 
curtailed their freedom of action.curtailed their freedom of action.

•• Other Mentrau have downgraded the Other Mentrau have downgraded the 
language issue in favour of economic language issue in favour of economic 
entrepreneurship and skills development entrepreneurship and skills development 
for local people.for local people.



Beyond individual Mentrau?Beyond individual Mentrau?

•• As they matured the individual Mentrau As they matured the individual Mentrau 
pressed to form their own network, MIC, pressed to form their own network, MIC, 
Mentrau Iaith Cymru. This was to facilitate Mentrau Iaith Cymru. This was to facilitate 
transfer of knowledge, experience, best transfer of knowledge, experience, best 
practice and to give them a voice when practice and to give them a voice when 
negotiating either with individual County negotiating either with individual County 
Councils or with the Wales Assembly Councils or with the Wales Assembly 
Government  and the European Union.Government  and the European Union.



Relationship and accountabilityRelationship and accountability

•• Relationship between WLB, individual Mentrau and Relationship between WLB, individual Mentrau and 
Mentrau Iaith Cymru has focussed on issues of training, Mentrau Iaith Cymru has focussed on issues of training, 
competence, auditing and fit of Mentrau with other LPLP competence, auditing and fit of Mentrau with other LPLP 
strategies.strategies.

•• WLB sees itself as a facilitator, Mentrau often see WLB WLB sees itself as a facilitator, Mentrau often see WLB 
as a controlling influence. Some tension in the past!as a controlling influence. Some tension in the past!

•• As principal funder the Welsh Language Board has As principal funder the Welsh Language Board has 
sponsored periodic evaluations and external reviews of sponsored periodic evaluations and external reviews of 
the Mentrau.the Mentrau.



Evaluation and ImprovementEvaluation and Improvement

•• Key considerations were: Key considerations were: 
•• a) are the Mentrau effective? a) are the Mentrau effective? 
•• b) are the networks and activities they initiated selfb) are the networks and activities they initiated self--

sustaining and appealing to a wide range of residents sustaining and appealing to a wide range of residents 
within the community? within the community? 

•• c) which type of actions and activities could be promoted c) which type of actions and activities could be promoted 
so as to integrate the Mentrau more into the social fabric so as to integrate the Mentrau more into the social fabric 
of the more Anglicised contexts? of the more Anglicised contexts? 

•• d) are they costd) are they cost--effective?effective?
•• e) evidence of language impact, greater use of Welsh.e) evidence of language impact, greater use of Welsh.



Internal issues, unanticipated Internal issues, unanticipated 
difficultiesdifficulties

•• Leadership and authority issuesLeadership and authority issues
•• Capacity building of staff and adequacy of Capacity building of staff and adequacy of 

training, successful animateurs need a training, successful animateurs need a 
wide range of skillswide range of skills

•• Age profile of staff, mainly young, often Age profile of staff, mainly young, often 
inexperienced, reluctant to progress into inexperienced, reluctant to progress into 
other careers because of their other careers because of their 
commitment, this can lead to tunnel visioncommitment, this can lead to tunnel vision



Internal issues, unanticipated Internal issues, unanticipated 
difficultiesdifficulties

•• Insurance cover, police vetting of personnel Insurance cover, police vetting of personnel 
records, staff training for Menter organised records, staff training for Menter organised 
outdoor activities, e.g. sailing, swimming, outdoor activities, e.g. sailing, swimming, 
mountain walking and climbingmountain walking and climbing

•• Relationship between some Mentrau and Local Relationship between some Mentrau and Local 
Government, private commercial interests who Government, private commercial interests who 
wish to use the Menter wish to use the Menter ‘‘labellabel’’ as a way of as a way of 
endearing themselves to the community.endearing themselves to the community.

•• Degree of professionalisation of the Degree of professionalisation of the ‘‘language language 
issue.issue.’’



WLBWLB’’s Strategic Priorities: 2009s Strategic Priorities: 2009

•• Extending the influence of Language Schemes Extending the influence of Language Schemes 
•• Welsh Language Policies (for businesses) Welsh Language Policies (for businesses) 
•• EducationEducation
•• Families and theFamilies and the community community 
•• Youth (increasing the use of Welsh among young Youth (increasing the use of Welsh among young 

people)people)
•• CrossCross--cutting Work: Research, Information cutting Work: Research, Information 

Technology, The Centre for the Standardization of Technology, The Centre for the Standardization of 
Terms, Europe, MarketingTerms, Europe, Marketing



Some useful websitesSome useful websites

•• Mentrau Iaith CymruMentrau Iaith Cymru
http://www.mentrauhttp://www.mentrau--iaith.comiaith.com

•• Welsh Language BoardWelsh Language Board
http://www.byighttp://www.byig--wlb.org.ukwlb.org.uk

•• Cymdeithas yr Iaith GymraegCymdeithas yr Iaith Gymraeg
http://http://cymdeithas.orgcymdeithas.org

•• Network for the Promotion of Linguistic DiversityNetwork for the Promotion of Linguistic Diversity
http://http://www.npld.eu/Pages/default.aspxwww.npld.eu/Pages/default.aspx

•• CwmniCwmni IaithIaith
http://http://www.iaith.eu/hafan.phpwww.iaith.eu/hafan.php
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